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ALTERATION OF TIME.

T

HE Public are

respectfully informed, that a new
Coach, called " THE
LIBERAL," is now running from Mr. BENNETT'S Office, WAKEFIELD, at Five, o'clock
every Morning (Sundays excepted ) passing through Poutefract at
Six o'Clock, to meet the Canal Packet at Knottingley, on its Way.
to GOOLE, whence Passengers and Parcels are forwarded by the
LION and EAGLE Steam Packets, alternately, which now leave
Goole precisely at Ten o'Clock. To those whose object is an early
Arrival at Hull, this Conveyance offers Advantages superior to any
other Route, as the frequent Grounding in the River will, through
Arrangements now making, be almost entirely obviated.
And for the further Convenience of the Public and those residing beyond Wakefield, a Second Coach called the ECLIPSE, leaves
Mr. BICKRRDYKE'S Office, HUDDERSFIELD, every Morning (Sundays
excepted) at Six o'Clock, passing through Mirfield, Nunbrook,
Dewsbury, Wakefield, and Pontefract, to meet a Second Canal
Packet at Knottingley, on its Way to Goole, whence Passengers
are forwarded at One o'clock for Hull, by the Steam Packet
Eclipse. This Conveyance supersedes all others for Regularity and
Expedition, as the Night's Stoppage on the Road is entirely
obviated, and the Arrival at Hull is regularly from Three to Four
o'Clock, accerning to the Tides, and in the Summer Months will
meet the Burlington and Scarbro' Coaches.
Passengers returning to Huddersfield, Mirfield, Dewsbuty, &c.
will please be particular in embarkation at Hull, as the Eclipse,
leaving the Minerva Stairs daily, not sooner than Eight or later
than Ten A.M. is the only Vessel which can ensure them duly
through to those Places, and she also daily arrives at Huddersfield
in Time for the last Coach to Manchester.
The Proprietors take this Opportunity of stating, that in the
course of next Month (of which further Notice will be given) this
coach will be continued direct to Manchester, every Day, and also
out of Manchester every Morning, and will perform the Journey
regularly in about Eleven Hours.
The ECLIPSE Coach continues to leave the Hull and Mouth
Coach Office, Leeds, at Six in the Morning, with Passengers and
Parcels for Goole and Hull.
Further Information may be obtained on Application at the several offices.
The Proprietors are not accountable for Loss or Damage of any
Parcel above the Value of £5, unless entered as such and paid for
accordingly.
BROMLEY, HAMER, & CO.
Goole, 13th March, 1835.
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